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ABSTRACT

This PhD project addresses high throughput multi-partition, multi-get/put transactions, a.k.a. read-only/write-only transactions, in distributed storage systems providing strong consistency, specifically serializability, on various workload changes. Current systems either sacrifice performance for concurrency control, or trade consistency for performance. The project takes a new angle on the problem by proposing an epoch-based concurrency control mechanism, which separates read operations and write operations into different time slices, referred to as epochs, to minimize conflicts among transactions. This mechanism also supports self-adaptation as workload characteristics change using the epoch duration as a tuning parameter. Using this epoch-based concurrency control protocol, our preliminary experiments achieve 1.5 million get/put operations per second per hosts on six server hosts. Our multi-get/put transactions are atomic and serializable.

1. INTRODUCTION

To overcome the performance gap between the traditional relational database and web scale distributed system requirements, researchers have built simpler semantic transaction systems, such as get/put operation distributed key-value stores, or systems only guaranteeing weak consistency, such as eventually consistent data stores. However, multi-partition multi-get/put operation transactions in distributed storage system are always expensive, especially if concurrent multi-get/put operation transactions have common keys. Sinfonia [1] uses minitransactions to provide strong consistency: more precisely ACID, using two-phase locking to lock the items accessed by the transaction. Two phase locking can be a bottleneck for performance when there is contention among transactions. This kind of contention is common with high throughput multi-partition multi-get/put operation transactions, which are the applications we are targeting. RAMP [2] explores the problem by weakening consistency for performance. They have defined a non-serializable isolation model called Read Atomic (RA), which means all or none of each transaction’s updates are visible to others. RA allows non-serializable read, which either limits the usage of the protocol or increases the complexity of application development. Furthermore, with respect to network efficiency, RAMP needs two round trips for write, one or two round trips for read, and possibly large meta-data or large second round message in communication, specifically, linear to transaction size. Note that under scenarios with many concurrent large transactions (the number of keys/partitions is large in one transaction), RAMP tends to have both two rounds for read and large message size overhead depends on size of data set.

More than building a specific high throughput multi-partition transaction protocol, another question is can we build a self-adapting protocol for different workloads?

Researchers usually build different systems for different workload requirements. In the face of read heavy vs write heavy trade-off, some systems design for write-optimized (for instance, Cassandra [5], an open-source version of Dynamo [3], is designed to handle high write throughput), others target read-optimized (for instance, RAMP, section 5.1 [2] targeting read-heavy applications). For (single) get/put operation heavy vs multi-get/put operation trade-off, VoltDB [7] uses a single thread to avoid latches or critical sections in each partition, and has very good performance for single node transactions, but performance suffers for multi-partition transactions, because all multi-partition transactions are sent to and serialized by a special global controller. This project requires that the transaction protocol self-tunes for performance, in the face of dynamic read-heavy and write-heavy workload changes, or between single-get/put operation heavy and multi-get/put operations heavy changes.

To achieve high throughput serializable transactions, and self-adaptation upon workload characteristics changes, this project explores a time-based scheme, which splits time into read-only epochs and write-only epochs. This concurrency control mechanism tends to minimize conflicts between multi-partition transactions, and minimize the meta-data and message size in the transaction for high performance. In our research plan, epoch duration is used as the tunable parameter for adapting to different workloads. The cost of epoch-based concurrency control is potentially large latency variation, because a transaction may need to wait the time up to one epoch duration before making progress, which is acceptable in the applications we are targeting.

Silo[8] is a single machine main-memory DB, which uses epoch number for serializability and recovery. In contrast, we focus on distributed transactions and use epoch to sep-
arate read and write transactions, another difference from our project is that Silo uses epoch as commit unit, which means the clients will not get response until all transactions in epoch finish, and serialization order within an epoch is not recoverable.

In summary the objective of the PhD project is to contribute the following: 1) we propose an epoch-based concurrency control mechanism; 2) build a high throughput serializable, multi-partition multi-get/put transaction protocol for distributed storage system in single data center; 3) an approach for system self-tuning based on workload changes.

2. APPROACH

This section explains the system data model of our discussion, proposes the idea of epoch-based concurrency control, and details a basic corresponding transaction protocol. This section focuses on the core modeling of the epoch-based concurrency control, and if not specified we assume it runs in a failure-free scenario. Section 4 will discuss the research plan for other features, including fault tolerance and replication, various improvement and trade-offs for the protocol, and system self-tuning.

2.1 Data Model

We highlight the data models used in these project.

Data partition. Each item, identified by a key, has a single logical copy, residing in its hash partition. Each item has an initial value ⊥, and can identify its partition using this key.

Multi-versioning. Each key has a latest value as well as snapshots of previous values. Each value is associated with a globally unique version number.

Timestamps and commutative overwrite policy. The version number is a timestamp used for choosing the latest version by a highest-timestamp-wins policy. The timestamp is generated by the server that receives the client’s request at the time when the server begins to process the transaction. To generate a unique timestamp, the server could combine a unique server ID, a per-server increasing number and time from the clock. We assume clocks across servers are synchronized, and clock skew is less than 1ms within the data center, and the minimum transaction latency is at least twice the clock skew.

Read-only and Write-only transactions. We focus on read-only and write-only transactions, more precisely, multi-get/put operations. We assume the transaction size may be large, which means multi-put transactions have a high likelihood of write-write conflicts.

Serializable consistency. All committed transactions are serialized by the version number timestamp. Write transactions begin at the version number timestamp and finish at sometime within the write epoch. Because there are no read transactions making progress within write epochs, there are no inconsistent reads if we treat the write transactions as taking effect at the version number timestamps.

2.2 Epoch-based Concurrency Control

In our data model, every transaction is either read-only or write-only. Reads never conflict with reads. Writes are allowed to proceed in parallel, and are ordered using timestamps. Read transactions and write transactions are processed in different epochs to avoid read-write conflicts.
located in the same physical server host (denoted by a grey box in Figure 1), but they may have their own epoch status. The EM communicates with all SBacks and SFronts for the purpose of synchronizing epoch status. Section 4 explains our plans on how to avoid EM being a single failure point or performance bottleneck in the protocol.

2.4 Transaction Protocol

This section first describes how the epoch switch guarantees the requirements of ECC, then specifies the algorithms of SBack and SFront when they agree on the current epoch.

Epoch switch algorithm: (1) The procedure is initiated from the EM, which requests all SFronts to finish their current epoch; SFronts will stop sending new requests upon receipt of this request and respond after finishing all pending transactions. (2) After getting all responses from SFronts, the EM requests SBacks to switch to the next epoch. For safety, SBacks respond after finishing all pending transactions. (3) After getting all responses from the previous step, the EM notifies all SFronts that all SBacks have changed to new epoch, and it’s safe to begin sending requests for the new epoch.

Regarding communication between SBacks and SFronts, an SBack will reject requests within wrong epoch type which notifies the sending SFront it has become desynchronized. The protocol for multi-partition multi-get/put occurring within the correct epoch is demonstrated in Algorithm 1.

While maintaining a stronger consistency semantic, our protocol is simpler and has less overhead for multi-get/put than previous work (e.g. RAMP). For example, there is no need for meta-data which includes (in some variations) the write set of the transaction, in storage and message communication. Also it only needs one round trip for read, and one round trip for write when no failure occurs.

In a failure-free environment, transactions will not be aborted because of write-write conflicts for keys across transactions. In case of transaction abortion due to failure, we use a lazy update policy to minimize overhead. If the latest version needs to be aborted we only tag removed for that entry (Algorithm 1 L9), the entry will be overwritten upon a new put for that key, and the removed tag will be cleared. If a get operation finds the latestCommit[i] is removed, it needs to find the latest version from all committed versions (Algorithm 1 L14). Even if the versions are not sorted by timestamp or epoch order, the search is a one-time cost, because the result is saved to avoid searching for it again.

3. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

We have conducted a preliminary experiment to evaluate a simple implementation of ECC described in section 2.4. The experiment was deployed in Amazon EC2, using c3.8xlarge instances. Because we were not able to have more than 20 instances in one Amazon placement group, we used 19 instance to test up to 6 server hosts, 12 YCSB client hosts, and one running controlling scripts. We used gRPC for RPC calls, and libcuckoo for internal storage in SBack. Each YCSB host had 64 client threads using uniform distribution, half of them were dedicated update clients, which had 100% write workload; The other half were dedicated query clients, which had 100% read workload. The clients grouped sets of gets and puts into multi-get and multi-put transactions, and each transaction had 500 get/put operations. We experimented with epoch durations of 500ms and 1000ms. We also implemented a baseline (no concurrency control), which should be the upper bound for performance. In the baseline, SF and SB will process the requests without any epoch-based or lock-based concurrency control.

Figure 2 shows the aggregate throughput and average latency using various numbers of server hosts. The throughput of operations is throughput of transaction times transaction size. In our experiment, when epoch duration was 1000ms(epoch 1000), the system achieved approximately 1.5 M get/put operations per second per host, which is only 10% less than the baseline implementation without any concurrency control. For the multi-server scenario, the experiment demonstrates nearly linear scalability. Clients blocked because they submitted a read during a write epoch or vice versa had requests with latency nearly the same as the epoch duration. However, because the number of these blocked transactions was negligible compared to the overall transaction count, the average latency is close to that of unblocked transactions. If the clients are not performing a dedicated read or write workload, the average latency could be much higher. We plan to explore these scenario using nonblocking
YCSB clients or large number of clients in future work.

4. RESEARCH PLAN

We propose the following research plan to meet the project requirements not discussed in section 2, and overcome some assumptions and limits in our previous work.

**Self-tuning based on workload.** If the EM allows repeated epochs of the same type, the system can adapt to the read/write ratio of the workload for improved throughput. Multi-get/put operations favor longer epoch durations, because it takes longer to process larger transactions; however, if the duration is too long, get/put operation latency (and variance) will increase with no benefit. We propose tuning epoch type and duration as follows: the SFront will use a metric to track the requests from clients; another process collects these metrics from all SFronts (or by sampling), and suggests future epoch type and duration to the EM based on a predefined strategy. The metric usually includes property and behavior statistics of recently requests, such as type, transaction size, and latency.

**Fault tolerance and replication.** The system should tolerate the failure of a single server. Server health is exchanged by heart beats. SBacks are replicated in a classic primary-backup manner, with the backup taking over when the primary fails. SFronts operate slightly differently from a classic primary-backup: the backup only finishes the uncompleted transactions, but never takes over the primary for new client requests. Clients can connect to any SFront, and the system can easily add more SFronts. The EM has a replicated backup, which tracks every request and response of the primary. Because SF and SB passively handle epoch change requests from the EM, the backup EM can easily take over the role by sending follow on requests to SF and SB. For a larger data center, the EM service can be implemented by multiple physical hosts. These EM units can be organized hierarchically, or coordinated using a distributed consensus protocol (e.g. Paxos [6]) or distributed coordination (e.g. ZooKeeper [4]).

**Agile epoch switch.** To maximize overall performance, we want to minimize the duration of each epoch switch. To allow SF and SB to reduce the time for finishing uncompleted transactions, we plan to explore strategies for epoch planning. The high level idea of **epoch planning** is to alert SFronts when the epoch switch request will come to allow them to prepare for it. For example, the EM propagates the expected time of next epoch switch to SF; SFront will throttle multi-put/get operations depending on transaction size and remaining time before expected epoch switch.

**Differentiated treatment** is a strategy to address the problem that the epoch switch is slow because EM waits for a response from a slow server. Plan in detail: EM tracks the history of each server’s response time; EM will send epoch switch requests to slow servers (based on the history) earlier than others.

**Formal proof of serializability and Model.** Even though section 2.1 informally shows the timestamp of version number can be used for the serialization. We plan to give a formal proof of serializability of epoch-base concurrency control mechanism. We also want to identify the key variables that affect the performance, and establish a model for performance of ECC.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper discusses the problem of building high throughput multi-partition, multi-get/put transactions with serializability, by exploring an epoch-based concurrency control method. Currently, based on a simple prototype of ECC, our preliminary experiment achieves around 9 million operations per second using 6 server hosts, which achieves 90% throughput of no concurrency control and 10 times the throughput reported by RAMP under small transaction size and read heavy workload using the same number of servers. We also show our research plans and ideas to extend the assumptions and limits of the protocol.
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